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Open Science describes the ongoing transitions in the way research is 

performed, i.e. researchers collaborate, knowledge is shared, and science is 

organised. It is driven by digital technologies and by the enormous growth of 

data, globalisation, enlargement of the scientific community and the need to 

address societal challenges [2]. It has now widely been recognised that 

making research results more accessible to all societal actors contributes to 

better and more efficient science, as well as to innovation in the public and 

private sectors [3,4]. However, the reuse of research results can only be 

achieved reliably and efficiently, if these data are valorized in a specific 

manner. Data are to be generated, formatted and stored according to 

Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) and according to sophisticated Data 

Management Plans [5]. Hence, to generate accurate and reproducible data 

sets, to allow interlaboratory comparisons as well as further and future use 

of research data it is mandatory to work in line with good laboratory 

practices and well-defined and validated methodologies. Within this article, 

members of the Cost Action CHARME [6] will discuss aspects of quality 

management and standardization in context with  Open Access (OA) efforts. 

We will address the question: Are Standardisation and Quality Management 

measures in life-science research crucially needed or introduce further 

unwanted means of regulation? 
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Introduction into the problem 

The root word for “science” is the Latin word “scientia” which means 'knowledge”, 

with research being the tool towards obtaining this knowledge [15]. Posing research 

questions and designing experiments to answer those questions have enabled the 

scientific community and the society in general to gain a deep understanding of the 

world around us [1]. Access to scientific knowledge is essential for any research 

activity. Over hundreds of years researchers have been focused on generating data and 

gaining knowledge to answer particular research questions and to expand the insight to 

their field of interest. Results and conclusions were published but not open to 

everybody, and thereby shared with only a limited number of the peer researchers. This 

resulted in recognition, intellectual merit, and building a common knowledge base but 

the potential of research results obtained was not fully exploited In contrast, unimpeded 

flow of knowledge is important for the implementation of research results in 

innovations and as a source of inspiration for new ideas [2, 22]. The easier research 

results are findable and accessible to anyone, the better they can be the basis of further 

research and innovation. Open Access allows for quick and easy access to relevant 

scientific content by making scientific information openly available. Besides 

availability, reusability of research results is crucial for the success of Open Access. 

This demands a high quality of the data and information to be shared. This also benefits 

society as a whole: anyone interested can find research results and scientific 

publications on the Internet, download, read and share them [7,8].  

With the advent of the new Framework Program Horizon 2020 the Open Access policy 

is broadly implemented throughout the funding program, and many national funders 

across Europe follow this example. The sharing of research results in Open Access 

format publications is no longer an option, but a mandatory task for all publicly funded 

research to ensure accessibility and reusability of research results [2,6]. With this new 

policy of openness we face a new challenge of ensuring quality of research across all 

scientific disciplines and actors resulting in  a need to share and implement standards, 

SOPs and Good Scientific Practice among all these groups involved.  

General repositories of data are not sufficient; rather descriptions and detailed 

annotations are required to provide open science in order to accelerate the innovation 

processes.  This includes the background behind the generation of certain data formats 

as well as the potency for interoperability and transferability between different data 

formats. Definition of quality benchmarks for data are also important in order to define 

metrics which are applicable and reasonable for building a framework around good data 

quality [7]. The data quality is directly linked to the quality of the biological samples 

and procedure/protocols used. Hence, high-quality data can only be obtained by the 

respective use of high-quality samples[10]. 

Those aspects face questions about who is responsible for reviewing the data quality 

and how the handling of low quality data should be performed. Proficiency testing 

methods for data generation using well-known and high quality reference data sets are 

an additional point. 

The reproducibility debate in the life sciences revealed that scientific results are not 

only suffering from lack of reusability but have been demonstrated by some examples 
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that the data seem to a large extent to be irreproducible [17]. The impact is enormous, 

not only affecting the scientific progress but also limiting the translation of research 

results into application and increasing the costs of research. Furthermore the perception 

of the ”truth of science” in the public may be deteriorated.  In knowledge-based 

societies this is unacceptable and the recent discussions about fake and true news (also 

from science) started by political leaders for economic interests opens a Pandoras Box 

of misinformation with global impact.  

The reasons for this “reproducibility crisis” could be manifold, among them lack of a 

good study design, controls or insufficient documentation, but also non-scientific 

reasons might contribute to this like pressure to publish, lack of funding to replicate 

experiments thoroughly or simply the exclusion of negative results.  Therefore, a proper 

implementation of both, standards and standard operating procedures (SOPs) is crucial 

if we want to overcome the problem. Many initiatives have emerged in recent years to 

provide standards and tools to their scientific communities ensuring reproducibility 

through a common framework. The basis to achieve such a common framework 

demands the agreement for a common language that could allow a successful 

interaction and cooperation. Besides the commonly used scientific jargon, it needs an 

agreement on a harmonised terminology and ontology for a successful implementation 

of a standards framework. Well known examples of existing standardisation in today’s 

life-science research are the usage of SI units in all publications as well as defined 

formats for data of nucleic acids (DNA and RNA) and protein sequences (FASTA 

format), and for three-dimensional (3D) structure of biological molecules such as the 

Protein Data Bank (PDB) format which provides a standard representation for 

macromolecular structure data derived from X-ray diffraction and NMR studies [23].   

Hence, standards are the key for addressing and neutralizing the majority of problems 

related to the management and reuse of big data. There is a strong need for consensus 

agreements on measurements and stringent performance criteria when dealing with 

process, data and differences in definitions/terminology.  

Data are the most valuable resource for investigating biological systems but their value 

is null if their formats do not allow sharing and integration from different sources. 

Interoperability is a must for omics disciplines. To answer to this pressing need, in 2005 

the Research Data Management (RDM) initiative introduced a new set of principles for 

data management services. Following their principles, data should be FAIR – Findable, 

Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable [2,18]. Applying the FAIR data principles 

mainly addresses the metadata levels in research and does not necessarily take into 

account the quality of the source datasets. Hence, even if the datasets are published 

following the FAIR data principles, the quality of the data might be unsatisfactory. As 

a result, downstream calculations, analyses and proceedings based on such data might 

be questionable [7,17]. 

High-throughput technologies, such as Next Generation Sequencing (NGS), have 

turned the Life Sciences into a data-intensive discipline and require that the analysis of 

data is performed using high-performance computing resources. Researchers are now 

using informatics tools and computational models to decipher the biological 

information and predict the functioning of cells, organs and whole organisms. These 

approaches require the integration of data from different types of sources and of 
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different levels of biological information. To achieve interoperability is therefore 

mandatory and the only way to make data and resources available for their easy 

exchange and integration is the use of standards. Working across scales and (biological) 

systems demands now also the harmonisation of existing standards - including a 

common language - between particular fields or analytical technologies.  But “...the 

lack of full standardisation hinders effective integration of results from cross-

disciplinary collaboration studies” [17, 19].  This implies also to carry out data 

management and analysis tasks on large scale. One way to standardise such data 

analysis is by the use of bioinformatics Workflow systems that simplify and automatise 

the construction of analysis pipelines. Well documented and deposited on suitable 

databases these workflows can then support reproducibility and provide measures for 

fault-tolerance. Workflow systems for data analysis need therefore to be part of the 

documentation connected to any deposited data.  

Harmonization and interfacing on the level of data formats and structures, descriptors 

and metadata represent just one side of the coin. The quality of the data provided is an 

issue of fundamental importance which, as we have described above, has not yet been 

resolved satisfactorily. The diversity of data sources precludes any straightforward and 

coherent strategy for maintaining and documenting the quality of the data. Data quality 

implies not only the fit for use of the data but also metrological traceability, 

repeatability, reproducibility, consistency and comparability. At best some but not all 

of the requirements are met by the prevailing data standards. More work is required to 

ensure that the experimental (including clinical) data underlying the computational 

models are not only appropriate for the context in which it is being used but is also of 

sufficient quality for that purpose. [8] 

For raw data to be of value and of use, they must be both reliable and valid. Reliability 

refers to the repeatability of findings. Reliability also applies to individual measures 

starting with the experiments in every wet lab. To test the validity of instruments, 

procedures, or experiments, research may replicate elements of prior projects or the 

project as a whole.  

A good starting point in standardisation measures would be the introduction of quality 

documentation of experiments which is frequently an obvious lack. Thus, it is crucial 

to develop and establish procedure-, operating- and inspection instructions as well as 

quality records. Furthermore, verification documents, particularly for providing a string 

of documents for the verifiable origin of data is an essential point. Especially the quality 

records could act as a certificate for potential users (customers) and the general 

documentation would improve the traceability and transparency with the aim to prove 

the reliability of results. Another important parameter in quality management (QM) 

considerations is the quality assurance (QA). A QA program should contain 

predetermined quality control (QC) checkpoints for monitoring QA and an extensive 

documentation including, among others, used devices, reagent lot numbers and any 

deviation from standard procedures (9;11). Moreover, for sequencing data, the QA 

program should contain QC methods for contamination identification at several stages 

within the sequencing workflow. These stages comprise the initial sample evaluation, 

the fragmentation step, the final library assessment, the monitoring of error rates during 

the sequencing process and the raw data analysis with a focus on reads quality (9;10). 
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Synopsis 

To maximise the impact of research it is not sufficient to ask for OA alone. To this end, 

the availability of data via portal, platforms and repositories is indeed not enough. The 

principle of OA can only enter in force successfully, if the actors know and understand 

clearly what needs to be done at all stages towards them. Here, a huge backlog exists 

for measures in context with education and training at all connected levels. Validated 

research allows reproducible performing of experiments based on different techniques 

and technologies and this would serve in parallel as an indicator and a quality seal for 

reliable generated data. The idea behind education is that it is dynamic and continuous 

with questioning itself, its means and content. Education in life science gets stuck 

without providing validated and shareable research. Without, there is danger of 

misinterpretation, misuse and a drift towards fundamentalist dullness.   Validation 

could become realised by trainers and “train the trainer” workshops which should be 

offered to all research data generators. Those trainings could be set as mandatory for 

certification issues, where the EU and EC should be responsible for encouraging and 

even enforcing standardisation and quality issues in research data generated within EU 

Member Country Institutions. 

A huge obstacle nowadays to OA is antiquated mindsets regarding the claim of 

ownership of results. Although is necessary to deal with the three O (Open Access, 

Open Science and Open Innovation) in research projects, the idea of making results and 

data available for further use is still looked upon with distrust by many researchers and 

university leaders. Here several factors are contributing. There is a delicate balance to 

be struck between the freedom to preserve the autonomy of scientists on the one hand 

and the requirements of economic use on the other [2, 6, 20]. 

Opinions differ on this question by different stakeholders. The researcher or research 

group often claims the ownership of generated results because they were generated 

during their projects and are therefore intellectual property. On the other hand, the 

public claims free accessibility due to the nature of public funding. Furthermore, open 

data are subject to conflict of interest issues as far as the generated data are confidential 

and therefore linked to financial aspects. 

In addition to the Open Access policy the European Commission also promotes Open 

Science as a new strategy. “Open Science represents a new approach to the scientific 

process based on cooperative work and new ways of diffusing knowledge by using 

digital technologies and new collaborative tools. The idea captures a systemic change 

to the way science and research have been carried out for the last fifty years: shifting 

from the standard practices of publishing research results in scientific publications 

towards sharing and using all available knowledge at an earlier stage in the research 

process.” [26] This new policy of the European Commission now acknowledges that 

science and innovation are not restricted to the academic world and the industry, but 

also takes place in other societal groups. The European Commission intends to embrace 

these groups typically excluded from the research process and promotes their inclusion. 

Prerequisite is the openness of research data, results and scientific communication.  

With this new policy of openness, we face a new challenge of ensuring quality of 

research across all scientific disciplines and actors. There will be a need to share and 
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implement standards, SOPs and Good Scientific Practice among all these groups 

involved.  

Outlook/Perspective 

The initiative CHARME aims to harmonise standardisation strategies to increase 

efficiency and competitiveness of European life-science research. The members of 

CHARME welcome the implementation of OA and the resulting possibility of sharing 

data and results. However, a general uploading of data is not sufficient; rather 

descriptions and detailed annotations are required to provide open science in order to 

accelerate the desired innovation processes. This includes the background behind the 

generation of data as well as the potency for interoperability and transferability between 

different data formats. At the metadata level huge efforts have been made in the past 

(Data Management Plan, FAIR Principle, etc.), whereas in context with the raw data 

hardly any efforts have been made. 

We think, that there is a strong need for mechanisms of control for the quality of data 

which are openly accessible. This data check must be upstream of the open access. 

A "seal of quality" similar to a DMP with clear definition of quality benchmarks for 

data is needed in order to define metrics which are applicable and reasonable for 

building a framework around good data quality [7] which than are unthinkingly usable 

for further proceeding by everyone. 

This seal of quality should be supported by incentives by funder and publishers.  

Incentives should also consider another important aspect, that is education to 

acceptance of QA plans. There are many examples of resistance of researchers to accept 

rules that QA plans impose and of how these resistances can be easily overcome by 

education [25]. To enlarge as much as possible the possibility for courses and 

implementation of these courses as part of university curricula is a crucial step forward 

the universalization of a safe and reliable way to make research. 

We encourage interested stakeholder to join our discussion and to contribute to enabling 

the credibility of data and publications which are available from OA. 
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